A look at the fields of public history, architectural preservation, environmental activism, and public art suggests that in the 1980s there is a growing desire to engage urban landscape history as a unifying framework for urban preservation. Many practitioners in these fields are dissatisfied with the old narrative of city building as "conquest." There is broad interest in ethnic history and women's history as part of interpretive projects of all kinds, and a growing sympathy for cultural landscapes in preference to isolated monuments. There is a concern for public processes. But there is not often a sense of how, in practice, the public presentation of historic urban landscapes might become more than the sum of the parts.

Different kinds of organizations may find it difficult to work together on large urban themes. Often, groups simply ignore the other areas of activity. In the worst case, they criticize each other's points of view: social historians are hailed as overconcerned with class, race, and gender; architectural preservationists are accused of being in the grip of real estate developers promoting gentrification; environmentalists are lampooned as idealists defending untouched nature and unimportant species while human needs go unattended; commemorative public art is debated as ugly or irrelevant to social needs. There needs to be, and there can be, a more coherent way of conceptualizing and planning the work each group is able to contribute to the presence of the past in the city. Cultural landscape history can strengthen the links between previously disparate areas of practice that draw on public memory. And conscious effort to draw out public memory suggests new processes for developing projects.

"The relationship between history and memory is peculiarly and perhaps uniquely fractured in contemporary American life," writes public historian Michael Frisch. His colleagues, Jack Tchen and Michael Wallace, observe "historical amnesia" and "historical cultural amnesia". Urbanist M. Christine Boyer writes of architectural history manipulated for commercial purposes. Geographer David Lowenthal wryly calls the past a "foreign country." Citizens surveyed about history will often speak disparagingly of memorized dates, great men, "boring
stuff from school" disconnected from their own lives, families, neighborhoods, and work. And certainly there are many people for whom the past is something they want to escape. Yet every year tens of millions of Americans travel to visit historic sites and museums (including some of doubtful quality), as well as historically oriented theme parks and "theme towns." If Americans were to find their own social history preserved in the public landscapes of their own neighborhoods and cities, then connection to the past might be very different.

Place Memory

"We all come to know each other by asking for accounts, by giving accounts, and by believing or disbelieving stories about each other's pasts and identities," writes Paul Connerton in *How Societies Remember.* Social memory relies on storytelling, but what specialists call place memory can be used to help trigger social memory through the urban landscape. "Place memory" is philosopher Edward S. Casey's formulation: "It is the stabilizing persistence of place as a container of experiences that contributes so powerfully to its intrinsic memorability. An alert and alive memory connects spontaneously with place, finding in it features that favor and parallel its own activities. We might even say that memory is naturally place-oriented or at least place-supported." Place memory encapsulates the human ability to connect with both the built and natural environments that are entwined in the cultural landscape. It is the key to the power of historic places to help citizens define their public pasts: places trigger memories for insiders, who have shared a common past, and at the same time places often can represent shared pasts to outsiders who might be interested in knowing about them in the present.

Place memory is so strong that many different cultures have used "memory palaces"—sequences of imaginary spaces within an imaginary landscape or building or series of buildings—as mnemonic devices. Many cultures have also attempted to embed public memory in narrative elements of buildings, from imperial monuments in Augustan Rome to doctrinal sculptural programs for Gothic cathedrals. The importance of ordinary buildings for public memory has largely been ignored, although, like monumental architecture, common urban places like union halls, schools, and residences have the power to evoke visual, social memory.

A strategy to foster urban public history should certainly exploit place memory as well as social memory. (For example, place memory might include personal memory of one's arrival in the city and emotional attachments there, cognitive memory of its street names and street layout, and body memory of routine journeys to home and work.) According to Connerton, cognitive memory is understood to be "encoded" according to semantic, verbal, and visual codes, and seems especially place-oriented because images are "much better retained than abstract items because such concrete items undergo a double encoding in terms of visual coding as well as verbal expression."

Because the urban landscape stimulates visual memory, it is an important but underutilized resource for public history. While many museum curators concerned with artifacts have long understood the strength of visual memory, social historians often have not had much visual training and are not always well equipped to evaluate environmental memory's component of visual evidence. For example, one well-known social historian on the Baltimore Neighborhood Heritage Project, Linda Shopes, complained in an account of her experiences that oral history interviewers were always hearing about places, eliciting "descriptions of the area in years gone by." She was looking for abstractions such as "the workings of local institutions or the local political machine, the conditions and social relations of work, immigration and the process of assimilation or non-assimilation into American life." Yet stories about places could convey all these themes, and memories of places would probably trigger more stories. More sense of the possibilities of place memory is conveyed by historian Paul Buhle in his recent plea that labor historians
turn their attention to photographic collections, as a way to
document vanishing working-class neighborhoods developed
in the era of industrial capitalism. This could be the begin-
ing of documenting a three-dimensional urban landscape
history with a strong social component.9

Body memory is also difficult to convey as part of books or
exhibits. It connects into places because the shared experi-
ence of dwellings, public spaces, and workplaces, and the
paths traveled between home and work, give body memory its
social component, modified by the postures of gender, race,
and class. The experience of physical labor is also part of
body memory. In a dusty vineyard, a crowded sweatshop, or
an oil field, people acquire the characteristic postures of cer-
tain occupations—picking grapes, sewing dresses, pumping
gas. In the sphere of domestic work, one thinks of suckling a
baby, sweeping, or kneading bread.9 Thus, Casey argues that
body memory "moves us directly into place, whose very
immobility contributes to its distinct potency in matters of
memory." He suggests that "what is remembered is well
grounded if it is remembered as being in a particular place—a
place that may well take precedence over the time of its
occurrence."10

The field of public history embraces many different kinds
of efforts to bring history to the public, from blockbuster
museum exhibitions to documentary films to community-
based projects. Within the field there are many different views
of its content and audience, but for urban landscape history,
community-based public history is a natural ally. The great
strength of this approach to public history is its desire for a
"shared authority" (Michael Frisch's phrase) or a "dialogic
history (Jack Tchen's term) that gives power to communities
to define their own collective pasts.11 This approach is based
on the understanding that the history of workers, women,
ethnic groups, and the poor requires broad source materials,
including oral histories, because often people, rather than
professors, are the best authorities on their own pasts.12 In the
search for new materials, including oral histories, many pro-
essionally trained historians have seen how communities
gained from defining their own economic and social histories.
Hundreds of projects now pursue this approach across the
United States. Some also have an interest in community
empowerment, and connect work in public history to other
kinds of community organizing.

A city-scale, community oral history, the Brass Workers His-
tory Project, begun in 1979, involved labor historian Jeremy
Brecher in Waterbury, Connecticut. The team also included a
video producer, a community organizer, and a union educa-
tion director. In 1982 they published an illustrated history,
Brass Valley: The Story of Working People's Lives and Strug-
gles in an American Industrial Region. 13 The book, according
to Brecher, was "taken as a kind of collective family album in
a community where almost everyone has a relative who
worked in the brass industry. Many, many people told me that
they found in it pictures of relatives. One family told me that
they spent Christmas together going through it."1 4 In 1983 the
project released a feature-length color videotape for public
television, a portrayal of the history of workers in the brass
factories of the city, formerly the brass manufacturing capi-
tal of the United States.15

Brass Valley led to a larger community process, including an
ethnic music festival that is now a regular event sponsored by
the museum, bringing together dozens of choirs, singing
groups, and bands whose music reveals the city's diverse
ethnic heritage. Among the participants have been the oldest
fife and drum band in the United States, dressed in Revolu-
tionary War style, Irish American women who sing tradition-
ally Irish lullabies, and a robed Baptist choir famous for gospel
hymns.16 Local teachers were able to use the rich resources
for efforts to incorporate Waterbury's ethnic history and
musical culture into the school curriculum. All of this oc-
curred at a time when the brass industry had collapsed and
plants were closing, so workers' groups in the Naugatuck
Valley also found the history project provided a long-term
perspective on their efforts to organize to meet the problems of dying industries in their area.17

Another example, at the scale of an urban neighborhood, is the New York Chinatown History Project (now Museum), begun in 1980 by John Kuo Wei Tchen and Charles Lai. As one of their newsletters explained: “We seek to learn about the back-breaking toil of Chinese seamen who shoveled coal into the giant furnaces of ocean steamers; the songs composed by lonely wives living in Tolishan and bemoaning their sojourning husbands; the ghost stories about the tormented spirits of dead laundrymen; the thriling street life on lower Mott, Pell, and Doyers Streets; and the high-pressured piecework of garment factory employees.”18 Tchen’s analysis of New York’s Chinatown before World War II takes a different tone from that of the project about working-class life in Waterbury because of the bitterness of the history of anti-Chinese racism and the territorial form it took: “New York Chinatown, now the largest in the Western Hemisphere, was not the result of some nationalistic clannishness as the prevailing common sense in the United States presumes. Located in New York’s Lower East Side, Chinatown was built in a spatial ‘crack’ between the Irish Five Points, Little Italy, and ‘Jew Town.’” Togetherness for Chinese Americans was balanced by a sense of spatial exclusion: “Residents of New York Chinatown could not cross Canal Street into Little Italy without the risk of being beaten up; laundry men in the scattered boroughs and suburbs illegally lived in the back of their shops because they could not rent apartments. Even PhD’s couldn’t get jobs besides washing and waiting.”19

The Chinatown History Project made “The Eight Pound Livelihood” the subject of their first major project—an oral history of the laundrymen and women, an exhibit, and a PBS video program (figures 3.1, 3.2). “We blindly went out to interview active and retired laundry workers. ... We experienced much resistance. One laundryman screamed back at us bitterly that ‘Laundries have no history! Laundries have no history!’” Eventually, Tchen found “Perhaps the single most satisfying response was from a regular of the senior center who came up
to us and proudly declared, while pointing to the exhibit title, that she lived the eight pound livelihood. We felt she had claimed it as her own.20 After more than ten years, the project has remained a national leader in discussion of questions of ethnicity, representation of ethnic groups, and community dialogue around issues of conservation and interpretation of urban cultural heritage. Its recent programs have included comparisons of Chinese and Italian immigrant students' memories of P.S. 23, as well as Chinese and Eastern European immigrants' memories and cognitive maps of Mott Street. "Creating a Dialogic Museum," a recent article by Tchen, stresses the complexity of working with diverse audiences and keeping the conversation open to recording both individual identity and common memories.21

The Brus Workers' History Project and the New York Chinatown History Project are just two examples of how communities can reclaim history and recover memory. Each project transcended the response from some of its potential interviewees and audience members that they would prefer to remember the good and forget the bad, to deny their own and their parents' and grandparents' struggles against poverty and discrimination. Both used oral history as well as more traditional research methods. Both looked for the best medium to reach popular audiences: small publishing projects, feature-length films, exhibits in senior centers as well as major exhibition spaces, scholarly books, community newsletters. Both reached their intended urban audiences.

If there were ways to extend the social portraits of the communities they created into urban public space, it might be possible to make these successful projects even more public and more permanent.22 Beyond running walking tours, how could they have mapped their new views of these places? Could architectural preservation, or landscape preservation, or possibly public art help to focus the attention of citizens on the social identity of these communities? In seeking ways to establish their presence in public space, it would be essential to retain their central commitment to making projects accountable to the residents. Preserving workers' places such

as a union hall, a brass factory, or a laundry could help to underline the importance of spatial history. And shared processes would be a significant methodological advance public historians could offer to many practitioners in related fields, including architectural preservation and environmental protection.

Architectural Preservation

Architectural preservation is usually less concerned with accountability and more expensive than community-based public history, but it does assert its visual presence in the spaces of the city. Since the mid-nineteenth century in the United States, most preservation groups have directed their efforts toward saving historic buildings as a unifying focus for national pride and patriotism in a nation of immigrants, or as examples of stylistic excellence in architecture. Preservation at the national level (the National Park Service) and state level thus tends to the creation of museums, and as historian John Bodnar has argued, these often come complete with patriotic exhortations about the glories of the national past.23 Preservation at the local level, in most cities and towns, tends to the adaptive reuse of historic structures by local real estate developers, with little public access or interpretation, and often involves gentrification and displacement for low-income residents. There are some notable efforts to integrate the preservation of vernacular buildings with local economic development, as in the National Trust for Historic Preservation's Main Street Program, or to preserve working people's neighborhoods without gentrification, as in the Mt. Auburn neighborhood of Cincinnati, but it is difficult work.

The state of preservation today is uneven, and, like public history, many groups struggle without adequate funds. Almost two decades after the Gaus-Huxtable debate, New York does recognize more of its social history, with a National Park Service Museum of Immigration at Ellis Island and a Lower East Side Tenement Museum at 97 Orchard Street. But the old focus on great buildings dies hard. As Antoinette J.
Lee, historian with the National Park Service, has observed, "disagreement between preservation agencies that prize historical and structural integrity on the one hand and historians interested in vernacular and ethnic history on the other, will likely continue for years to come." Only about five percent of national, state, and local landmark designations reflect women's history, and an even tinier proportion deal with so-called "minority" history. How to preserve is as much debated as what to preserve. Women and people of color need to be making policy. And most social history landmarks cannot be turned into commercial real estate to pay for their physical preservation, nor can they all function as income-producing museums. Yet two projects at the national level suggest how important the sense of place can be in supporting African American or women's history with tangible public forms. These projects show how museums of national importance can extend the resources of an urban neighborhood, although they do not seem to have as much local process behind them as the previous examples.

The National Park Service runs a Black Heritage Trail at the Boston African American National Historic Site on Beacon Hill (figures 3.3, 3.4). There, a ranger in a brown, broad-brimmed hat walks the cobblestoned streets of Beacon Hill, followed by members of a tour group. At the Boston Common he or she will discuss the enlistment of free blacks in the Civil War and trace the contours of their faces on the Robert Gould Shaw and 54th Regiment Memorial by sculptor August Saint-Gaudens, erected in 1897. The ranger then leads the tour group behind the Massachusetts State House and down the alleyways to the back of Beacon Hill, a red-brick row house neighborhood that was the site of a thriving community of free blacks in the nineteenth century. Thirteen structures, including two schools, two meeting houses, and several residences, are part of the Black Heritage Trail, a concept originated by historian Sue Bailey Thurman and developed by Byron Rushing and the staff of the Museum of Afro-American History.

Visitors see these structures in the context of the elegant, expensive neighborhoods nearby, such as Louisbourg Square. They learn that in the first federal census of 1790, Massachusetts was the only state that had no slaves. And they can hear about the free black community on Beacon Hill campaigning for housing, education, and an end to slavery. They can also see a house that served as a station on the Underground Railroad, where runaway slaves were sheltered. Visitors come away with a sense of the active presence of African Americans in the city for over two centuries, although more material showing that the free black community included women who made important contributions would be welcome. Visitors also get a sense of urban history, although it could be more resonant if it addressed how black residents interacted with Irish and other European immigrants who were crowded into...
tenements at the edges of this area at the end of the nineteenth century. A nationally important struggle for civil rights took place here, yet local participation in the planning and running of the project might widen its potential audience."

The National Park Service is also developing a Women’s Rights National Historical Park at Seneca Falls, New York, the site of the first women’s rights convention, held July 19–28, 1848, in the Wesleyan Chapel on Fall Street. Here Elizabeth Cady Stanton drafted a “Declaration of Sentiments,” modeled on the Declaration of Independence, to demand the vote for women. Both Stanton and Amelia Bloomer, who was editor of The Lily, the first American paper devoted to women’s rights and owned, edited, and published by a woman, were residents of Seneca Falls and organized women’s activities there. Susan B. Anthony was Stanton’s frequent visitor and coorganizer.

By 1987, the Wesleyan Chapel had been pretty well battered out of existence, remodeled into a two-story brick and stucco building that had housed various uses including a laundromat. All that remained from the original building of the 1848 era were four wood roof trusses, some roof rafters and purlins, and about forty linear feet of the east and west brick walls. The Park Service held an architectural competition, won by two young women architects, Ann Wills Marshall and Ray Kinoshita, and their design for the preservation of the remains of the chapel is elegant and spare (figures 3.5, 3.6). Unlike many other National Park Service projects, where an expensive restoration freezes a building in time and makes it lifeless, this project will leave the remaining elements visible to visitors, with plenty of room for their own imaginations. Because it is physically integrated with the urban fabric of Seneca Falls, it can engage the life of the town in a way that many larger, more expensive projects do not.

Like the Boston Black Heritage Trail, the Seneca Falls project will emphasize the national history of civil rights leadership over the local history of ordinary people’s everyday lives in the nineteenth century, but this doesn’t preclude a commit-
3.6 The Women's Rights National Historic Park, Seneca Falls, New York: the remains of the Wesleyan Chapel, showing the front of the structure remodeled as a laundromat. (National Park Service.)

3.6 Ann Wills Marshall and Ray Kinsalida, architects, model of the winning entry in the competition for the Women's Rights National Historic Park. The remains of the original Wesleyan Chapel are preserved in the design of the pavilion at lower right, adjacent to new open space. (National Park Service.)

ment to local process. Like the Boston site, Seneca Falls can also encompass broad social issues, such as how limited economic possibilities for women sparked demands for change. In Seneca Falls as well as Beacon Hill, there is an opportunity to show conflict over power as an essential part of history, far more engaging to the public than cheery optimism about progress. Feminism is still controversial. When the site was made a New York State Urban Cultural Park, as well as a National Park Service site, local cynicism was exemplified by the male businessman in Seneca Falls who commented to a reporter that the local merchants "don't give a hoot" about feminism but "they see the money opportunity. I mean, if you've got Old Faithful in your town, you are in favor of geyserers."

As the Seneca Falls example shows, a public past tied to mundane, battered, and constantly reused buildings can call on visitors' historical imaginations and be invested with new architectural integrity. But it takes a great deal of research, community involvement, and inventive signing and mapping—as well as restoration—to bring these social meanings forward. When less funding is available, it is still possible to offer significant reinterpretation of existing architectural landmarks' social history or environmental context. A city or town with an extensive array of existing landmarks, selected for their architectural quality, is thus in a fortunate position to reconsider what stories will be told about those buildings. For example, the National Trust for Historic Preservation, owner of many wonderful mansions, could expand its social interpretations. Jay Gould's mansion, Lyndhurst, employed eleven full-time gardeners who maintained the 375-foot-long Victorian greenhouse (figure 3.7), and preservationist Frank Sanchis has suggested designing a tour around their diverse backgrounds and skills, as well as paying closer attention to construction workers and household staff as subjects of other tours. Even when some aspects of social history are already interpreted, as is the history of the work force involved in industrial development at Lowell, Massachusetts, it may be possible to frame the interpretation more broadly. Women workers need to be more visible there (figure 3.8), as they formed the great majority of the work force. At the moment,
although there is a women's history tour of Lowell given occasionally, and an excellent exhibit in a boardinghouse, a much heavier emphasis is placed on technology. In the same vein, Heather Huyck of the National Park Service has urged her colleagues concerned with the history of the West to go beyond what she calls the "John Wayne view" of the sites they interpret. At Fort Bowie, she pointed to laundresses, soldiers' wives, and soldiers' children who can be represented as part of the life of the community. At Lyndon B. Johnson's boyhood home, she argued that it is important to interpret the room where his mother taught school.

Beyond the national level, states are engaged with social history. The efforts of New York State to provide Urban Cultural Parks and similar efforts in Massachusetts, especially at Lowell, provide some suggestions about how to focus on the efforts of working people. California has provided a pathbreaking survey of hundreds of ethnic history sites relevant to its diverse population. These include the Chinese American agricultural workers' town of Locke, Los Angeles's Little Tokyo, and the African American town built by settlers at Allensworth. Although this survey started in 1980, other than Little Tokyo very few of the urban landmarks proposed had been found suitable for architectural preservation by 1993.

This underscores the importance of finding new, community-based ways of working with the physical traces of the past beyond its preservation as museums or adaptive use as real estate. As more states begin to publish resource lists of ethnic architecture or undertake ethnic history context statements, as the United States begins to survey women's history and ethnic history on a national scale, and as the National Trust launches a major campaign to promote "cultural and ethnic diversity in preservation," the need to find processes for simultaneously engaging social and architectural history is pressing. Some public history programs offer models of how to share authority with local residents in deciding what places are most significant, and why. Both social history and architectural preservation have the potential of contributing to neighborhood economic development in the city. It is partic-
particularly important as inner cities fall on hard times financially. Surviving urban neighborhoods—such as the Sweet Auburn district of Atlanta, Georgia—can become a greater focus of urban working people's self-respect, if citizens and planners come together to heighten the awareness of past accomplishments of their residents in the face of past hard times. Vernacular buildings—such as a church that launched a civil rights campaign, or the offices of a newspaper that called for fair housing, or the first integrated school in an area—may lie together in a potential historic district to support social memory and embrace the stories that citizens think need to be told. This is one route to forming strategies of urban preservation that ally social historians, and their strategies of dialogic history, with architectural historians concerned with public meaning.

Environmental Protection and Landscape Preservation

Most American cities and towns host a variety of environmental organizations whose mission is to defend natural landscapes against destruction through carelessness, neglect, toxic substances, or development. There are dozens of different types of environmental groups, some with participatory processes that permit local groups to assess their own sense of what the most important places are to defend, and others that set national agendas (to campaign for the preservation of wetlands as habitats for wildlife, for example). In addition, most cities and states, as well as the federal government, have agencies concerned with regulating treatment of the environment.

While there is much political and scientific activity concerned with protection of the natural environment, there is also a broad cultural and historical debate taking place about the extent to which "nature" and "culture" are intertwined. Urban landscape history shows that simply trying to protect untouched parts of nature has a very limited possibility of success against the constant production of urbanized space. Understanding this interplay suggests that making common cause with other groups concerned with the presence of the past may be a very useful strategy for environmentalists.

Working together with architectural preservationists, landscape architecture historians and landscape architects are increasingly concerned about methods for defining and protecting historic cultural landscapes, although these concerns often seem to focus more on designated landscapes and rural areas than urban landscapes. More promising is the work of some large environmental organizations in protecting rural landscapes with their human activities of gaining a livelihood intact. Most promising of all is work being undertaken in urban regions to protect a variety of natural landscapes interwoven with urban development. At the same time some landscape architects are active in the heart of the city, developing community gardens and educational projects to reach the poorest residents in the most devastated urban areas. Cultural landscape history could become a part of all such ventures to connect efforts to nurture green spaces with a broader understanding of the urban past.

This has been tried with success in England by Common Ground, one of the most popular British environmental organizations, whose founders feel landscape history should form a more prominent part of environmental efforts. They state, "We should be talking more about the conservation of our common cultural heritage and less about science, for example the current emphasis on the preservation of specific rare plants and animals and special `protected' places." Founded in London in 1983 by environmentalist Angela King and geographer/planner Sue Clifford, Common Ground has interwoven the discovery and defense of the natural environment with discussions of places. Its objectives are to "excite people into remembering the richness of the commonplace and the value of the everyday, to savor the symbolisms with which we have endowed nature, to revalue our emotional engagement with places and all they mean to us, and to go on to become actively involved with their care." They elaborate the reasons for a broad organization: "We have chosen to focus attention not singularly upon natural history or architecture or art or
social history or legend or literature but upon their complex combining which is the reality of people’s relationship with their places, and which begins in our hearts but gets mediated by our reason.”

The approach of the organization is both to encourage broad, place-based community participation and at the same time to work with recognized artists and writers seeking a fresh look at historic landscapes. One of the first publications was a handbook by the founders, *Holding Your Ground: An Action Guide to Local Conservation*. Accompanying this was the parish (i.e., town) maps project, which involved hundreds of local communities in mapping their towns and defining important features (figure 3.9). Women’s groups, school groups, city councils, or conservation groups might sponsor the activity, which could take many forms, from jigsaw puzzles, posters, and quilted wall hangings to a procession “beating the bounds” (walking the town boundaries) of Buckland Newton for the first time in the residents’ living memory. As one participant from North Yorkshire commented, “The making of the map has been valuable as a shared activity, stimulating conversations, reminiscences and skills. Although the outline design was given, it is not static but constantly changes as people add their contributions, their ideas, and their experience.” At the same time, artists made town maps that were exhibited in galleries and museums. Television productions combined the popular public work with the artists’ efforts. Both local community groups and artists were participants in these activities, and appreciative audiences for each other’s efforts.

Common Ground carried their aesthetic of places into commissioning outdoor sculpture projects such as “Trees, Woods, and the Green Man” and “The New Milestones.” Artists like
Andy Goldsworthy, whose *Hand to Earth* conveys a remarkable gift for building a human message in ice, leaves, stems, branches, or stones, rose to individual fame for his work with found materials in natural settings, but other projects involved intense public collaborations.\(^{43}\) In the town of Chiswell, Common Ground brought sculptor John Maine to work with local residents to create *Chiswell Earthworks*. Sue Clifford describes it as “five terraces to stop the land sliding, held back by dry stone walls, each one built with stone from a different level of the Portland beds, each worked in discrete masonry techniques appropriate to the stones.” The objectives were multiple: “At one stroke this would make visible the geology, the long masonry and stone walling traditions and allude to the farming and quarrying history and the dominance of the sea.” The project also reintroduced the indigenous grasses of the area. It included about a dozen collaborating organizations, from corporations to youth training schemes to environmentalists (figure 3.10).\(^{42}\)

Common Ground’s 1990 alphabet of “Local Distinctiveness” encouraged poetic possibilities: “Tottergrass, twitchel, tur, torn, thatch, barn, tower, Tamworth, thatched walls, towpath, terrace, tump, Tan Hill Fair, red telephone box.”\(^{43}\) Could local distinctiveness also extend to tower block, temple, terraced house, elevated train tracks? The inner city challenges them to try their environmental tactics in tougher, more difficult settings like declining industrial cities (like Waterbury), or inner city enclaves (like Chinatown) and several New Milestones projects are under way in Glasgow. The landscape, as storehouse of culture and history rather than as a scientific problem, seems to be able to rally both individual and social memory in ways that move British citizens to claim places and increase their care for them. But the underlying ideas seem to apply to the United States as well, especially the potential for involving artists. American campaigns for local, community-based history share these British environmentalists’ views of the importance of dialogue. Architectural preservationists share their interest in aesthetics and the arts. As Common Ground’s “Mayday! Mayday!” poster concludes, “Never forget YOU are an expert in your place.”\(^{44}\)

Public historians may conduct interviews, construct territorial histories, chart workers’ landscapes, research political histories of housing types or neighborhoods, and document vernacular arts traditions. Many artists, especially those interested in working with urban communities in public places, are attempting similar kinds of tasks, reaching out to history and geography to study the meanings of historic urban landscapes as a way of making more resonant public work.

This couldn’t be more different from the conjunction of public history and public art achieved in the nineteenth-century statues that adorn American parks. “It buttered no porridge that it was raining/ on some statues of older men” runs the opening of John Ashbery’s poem “A Call for Papers,” summoning our distaste for things stuffy and irrelevant.\(^{45}\) “Statuomania” preoccupied the capitals of imperial power—London and Washington—at the end of the nineteenth century, as parks and public places filled up with statues of political leaders and military figures on horseback. It also spread to many small towns, and in every case a political consensus was assumed to support the presence of these statues in public places, although they rarely represented a full range of citizens and often had clichés about white men’s conquests as their implicit or explicit narratives, the legacy that artist Judith Baca terms “the cannon in the park.”\(^{46}\) It usually excluded heroic representations of women or members of diverse groups. (As one disgruntled female official remarked in New York after a survey of the civic statuary in Central Park, the only representative of her sex to be found was Mother Goose.)

Today there are many new ways to be an artist: sculptors and painters, muralists and printmakers are joined by environmental artists, performance artists, book artists, and new media artists. For all of them, the key to acquiring an audience is making meaning for people in resonant and original ways. Along with new media come new definitions of public. The older definition of public art is art that is accessible to the
public because it is permanently sited in public places. (It is not in galleries or museums or private offices or private homes, but in the streets, the parks, the public realm.) But many artists would agree that a better definition is art that has public content. James Clark says, “Public art is artwork that depends on its context; it is an amalgamation of events—the physical appearance of a site, its history, the socio-economic dimensions of the community, and the artist’s intervention.”47 Or as Lucy Lippard, critic and author of the notable book on multicultural art, *Mixed Blessings*, puts it, “Public art is accessible art of any kind that cares about/challenges/involves and consults the audience for or with whom it is made, respecting community and environment; the other stuff is still private art, no matter how big or exposed or intrusive or hyped it may be.”48

While these debates continue, two decades of provocative work on urban sites has been done across the country, and artist Suzanne Lacy suggests there is now a convergence of many different artists on a common direction, dealing with identity through connecting art to the history of places, and moving away from a feeling of marginalization toward a sense of centrality in the city.49 Encouraged by public art planners and curators like Richard Andrews in Seattle, Ronald Fleming and Renata Von Tschammer in Cambridge, Pamela Worden of Urban Arts in Boston, or Mary Jane Jacob in Charleston, artists are undertaking projects that involve complex processes of community engagement, as well as works that claim public places in new ways.50 Worden has organized the public art on the Orange Line, nine stations leading through the Roxbury and Jamaica Plain areas into downtown Boston. In addition to permanent artworks in the stations, she commissioned works of prose and poetry to be sited in public and organized local history, and photography workshops. Jacob, an independent curator in Chicago, has grouped artists with an interest in history in a series of temporary installations for Charleston, *Places with a Past*.51

To take just three examples from the hundreds of artists’ projects now emerging that re-map urban landscape history, Historians and preservationists will see the polemical impact of the installations of Edgar Heap of Birds, an artist of Cheyenne/Arapaho descent who undertook a project in New York City’s parks in 1996. He mounted aluminum signs reading “NEW YORK,” in backward letters, followed by “TODAY YOUR HOST IS SHINNECOCK,” to force viewers, struggling to read the reversed letters, to remember the original Native American settlements. Different tribes whose land was occupied were the subject of signs in different places: Skinnecock, Seneca, Tuscarora, Mohawk, Wetumpa, and Manhattan. He repeated a similar set of signs in Vancouver, British Columbia, using a site outside an old government building with LAND REGISTRY carved on the portal that enhanced the piece. A third project, *Day and Night*, located in Pioneer Square in Seattle, picked up the theme of dispossessed Native Americans in the context of homelessness: “Far Away Brothers and Sisters We Still Remember You.” Next to a statue of the chief who gave the city its name, the artist wrote, “Chief Seattle Now The Streets Are Our Home” (in both English and the local Native American language).52

*The New Charleston* is a far more exhaustive look at one city and the spatial history of African Americans within it over three centuries (figures 3.11, 3.12). Unlike some of the oral history projects that have slowly drawn out material from a community, here artist Houston Conwill, working in collaboration with Estella Conwill Majors, a poet, and Joseph De Pace, an architect, jump-started the process with a detailed map of historic places of importance to African Americans—slave markets, the hanging tree, community centers. They painted it on the brown wooden floor of a public room with indigo blue, once given in Charleston, and white made from local oyster shells. The map serves as the stage for new performances by African American musicians, and opens up the terrain of the city to any interested visitor.

The work of this team is complex because the layering of physical and social history is so intense. There are fourteen places, called “Spiritual Signposts,” each marked with a crossroads sign of Congolese origin.53 Peopling this land-
3.11 Houston Conwell, Estella Conwell Majoro, and Joseph De Pace, *The New Charleston*, in the installation for Avery Research Center of African American History and Culture, 125 Be Street, Charleston, South Carolina. Part of *Places with a Past*, curated by Mary Jane Jacob.

scape, the "Dance Partners: South Carolina Heroic Models" include Mary McLeod Bethune, Benjamin Maye, Septima Clark, William H. Johnson, Janie Hunter, Clayton "Pegleg" Bates, Modjeska Simpkins, Essau Jenkins, Annie Green Nelson, Jesse Jackson, Marian Wright Edelman, Levi Pearson, Bernice Robinson, and Dizzy Gillespie, each of whom is represented by a quotation on the map. What is magical is that, despite the intensive research, the artwork functions not only as a dance floor but also as a cosmogram, a "description of the universe of the African American story," and as an image of a water journey, delineating the waterways that slaves traveled, from the Rutel River in Sierra Leone, across the Atlantic Ocean, through the Caribbean Sea, and into Charleston Harbor.

Drawing visitors onto the dance floor are the spiraling song lines of spirituals (said to originate in Charleston) and freedom songs ("We Shall Overcome" and "Keep Your Eyes on the Prize" originated in Charleston). In the space, spirituals could be heard—sometimes in Gullah—sung by a local group, the Morning Star Singers. The sparseness of the space—bare brick walls, uncurtained windows, three wooden columns supporting a wooden roof—reminds the floor of the dominant element in the room, carrying audiences into the map with its intense indigo color circle leading to the intriguing, irregular lines of the rivers and creeks. Visitors of all ages and dispositions will find reason to visit and revisit.

The power of public art to engage citizens with urban history also appears in the case of Cincinnati's pigs. In the nineteenth century, Cincinnati was "Porkopolis." Between 1830 and 1870, the first American assembly line was developed there for turning pigs into ham. The landscape suffered while the local economy prospered. The canal ran red with blood from the slaughterhouses; German American immigrant workers came home spattered with blood and smelling of offal. For the celebration of the city's bicentennial in 1989, artist Andrew Leicester proposed a new gateway for Sawyer Point Park that climaxed with a tribute to Porkopolis in the form of four winged pigs atop a suspension bridge. (A collection of images chosen by the artist from local landscape history were also part of the piece, including the Native American Adena culture's serpent mound, smokestacks from old paddle wheel steamers, a canal barge, working locks, and an ark atop a pole showing the flood levels of the Ohio River.)

The citizens erupted in debate about the pigs. Were they a symbol of a smelly industry the city had outgrown? Were they insufficiently gentle? Or did they capture the city's spirit in a witty and wonderful way? The city council heard testimony from both camps. One indignant opponent argued, "We are now poised on entering the twenty-first century as a technologically sophisticated city and pigs are a rural image." He suggested that the pigs represented greed and sloth. Another complained, "I don't think we need the burden of being called the pig city of the world." Proponents claimed, "We've got enough old statues with old bearded men on horses in this town and it's time to have something else." One advocate noted, politely, "I would be pleased to see their porcine presence." 

Amid wild applause and loud laughter from partisans, the debate flourished. At least three city council members donned pig snouts before the vote to show their support for the artist, while schoolchildren had their say as well (figures 3.13, 3.14, 3.15). Leicester's winged pigs won, and the piece was constructed. They stand atop the gateway today because Cincinnati's residents chose to remember Porkopolis as an essential part of the city's historic landscape and make it part of a compelling new public history. In this case it was the required review of the art, and the media attention it received, that engaged the public's participation so effectively, but one can find many ways for artists (perhaps in teams with historians) to engage the public at the start.

Metaphorical wit connects private and public, personal and political, the individual and the community, in the most effective public art projects about places that link past and present. Scale and cost are not the defining elements of a public, urban language. Rather, it is metaphorical ingenuity that enables the creators of some projects to summon the res-
2.13, 3.14, 3.15 Public processes can gather support for controversial history: Cincinnati city council member Art Bortz, and local children, all wearing pig masks to show support for artist Andrew Leicester's winged pigs, in Cincinnati Gateway, 1986. (Cincinnati Post, Maureen France, Andrew Leicester.)

Resonance of urban public life, while others fail and their projects fall flat. Working in the interstices of public history, planning, and preservation to build meaning at the urban scale is complex, but artists' use of the stone walls of Chiswell, the rivers of Charleston, or the pigs of Cincinnati focuses an audience's attention. (Of course, an obnoxious art project draws public criticism fast, as did the city of Dallas's recent attempt to provide itself with a "Wild West" image by commissioning a vast herd of bronze steers driven by three bronze mounted cowboys.) It all comes back to community process. No public art can succeed in enhancing the social meaning of place without a solid base of historical research and community support.
Public history, architectural preservation, environmental protection, and public art can take on a special evocative role in helping to define a city's history if, and only if, they are complemented by a strong community process that establishes the context of social memory. That is not to say that there are simple guidelines for a good public process. This is an emerging area of interdisciplinary work, and in all of these related fields some practitioners are looking for ways to merge their knowledge and concerns with those of residents. There are bound to be conflicts between the outsiders and the insiders, as well as between various individuals, whether members of a project team or residents. Artists, historians, citizens, and planners who come to this kind of work need both historical and spatial imagination to learn to work together to identify and interpret people's history in the urban landscape.

All of the participants in such a process transcend their traditional roles. For the historian, this means leaving the security of the library to listen to the community's evaluation of its own history and the ambiguities this implies. It means working in media—from pamphlets to stone walls—that offer less control and a less predictable audience than academic journals or university presses do. It also means exchanging the well-established roles of academic life for the uncertainties of collaboration with others who may take history for granted as the raw material for their own creativity, rather than a creative work in itself.

For the artist or designer seeking a broader audience in the urban landscape than a single patron or a gallery or museum can provide, it means being willing to engage historical and political material. The kind of public art that truly contributes to a sense of place needs to start with a new kind of relationship to the people whose history is being represented. This means that the artist is involved in an art-making process very different from conventional conceptions of art as the progression of an idiosyncratic, personal style. This kind of process exchanges the established system of shows in galleries or museums for the uncertainties of collaboration with others and community review.

For the public art curator, environmental planner, or urban designer, it means being willing to work for the community, in incremental ways, rather than trying to control grand plans and strategies from the top down. It means understanding that citizens and their grassroots organizations are a source of meaning as legitimate as elected officials and the real estate lobby that often provides the bulk of campaign funding in city politics. It means working alongside—rather than within—the established system of getting things done by phone calls from powerful people in City Hall or the local museum. Funding is always difficult, and the planner on such projects often becomes a nonprofit developer.

For the community member or local resident, it means being engaged in a lengthy process of developing priorities for a place, and working through their meanings with a group. This demands patience as insiders educate outsiders and people of different ages, genders, and political views try to agree on what is meaningful and what is creative. Like any other local issue, from parking to street widenings, protection of the public landscape can be contentious, but it is never unimportant.

While interdisciplinary, community-based projects are not always easy to accomplish, they are not necessarily enormously expensive. They require a labor of love from everyone involved, transcending old roles and expectations, but these are not million-dollar projects. They compete favorably with the funding required to mount a major museum exhibit on city history, or to produce a documentary film for television. And unlike either of these media, public installations in the city refresh the memories of citizens who are passing. A large and diverse audience for urban history exists today in American cities—people who will never go to history museums, attend public humanities programs, or read scholarly journals. Entrepreneurial public historians may be able to reach
them occasionally in community centers, churches, or union halls. Successful installations in public places, in all parts of the city, may reach even more people, and, if these are permanent installations, may reach them on a continual basis.

While a single, preserved historic place may trigger potent memories, networks of such places begin to reconnect social memory on an urban scale. Networks of related places, organized in a thematic way, exploit the potential of reaching urban audiences more fully and with more complex histories. There is "a politics to place construction," David Harvey has observed, including "material, representational and symbolic activities which find their hallmark in the way in which individuals invest in places and thereby empower themselves collectively. As people invest places with social and cultural meaning, and urban landscape history can provide a framework for connecting those meanings into contemporary urban life.
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